Glacial carbon cycle changes by Southern Ocean processes with sedimentary amplification
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Recent paleo reconstructions suggest that increased carbon storage in the Southern Ocean during glacial periods contributed to low glacial atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration ($p$CO$_2$). However, quantifying its contribution in three-dimensional ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) has proven challenging. Here, we show that OGCM simulation with sedimentary process considering enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust during glacial periods improves model-data agreement of glacial deep water with isotopically light carbon, low oxygen, and old radiocarbon ages. The glacial simulation shows a 77-ppm reduction of atmospheric $p$CO$_2$, which closely matches the paleo record. The Southern Ocean salinity stratification and the iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust amplified the carbonate sedimentary feedback, which caused most of the increased carbon storage in the deep ocean and played an important role in $p$CO$_2$ reduction. The model-data agreement of Southern Ocean properties is crucial for simulating glacial changes in the ocean carbon cycle.

INTRODUCTION

Atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration ($p$CO$_2$) during the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) was lower by about 90 parts per million (ppm) than during the late Holocene (1). Although the accumulation of more carbon in the ocean during glacial periods is recognized as a major factor (2), the detailed mechanism behind the atmospheric $p$CO$_2$ change is not fully understood. Paleo reconstructions indicate that physical and biogeochemical changes in the Southern Ocean are essential for ocean carbon uptake during glacial periods (3, 4). It is also suggested that saline and cold (temperatures near freezing) bottom water occupies the Southern Ocean during LGM (5). Furthermore, radiocarbon ages in the glacial deep South Atlantic are shown to be by more than 1000 14C years older than the late Holocene (6). Although there are uncertainties in reconstructing high deep-sea salinity (7, 8) and radiocarbon ages (6), these studies imply a stronger salinity stratification and a more isolated deep ocean in the glacial Southern Ocean than in the late Holocene.

Previous modeling studies have attempted to explain the glacial-interglacial changes in atmospheric $p$CO$_2$, but the quantitative contributions of individual processes are controversial. Several studies with Earth System Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) have successfully explained the glacial changes in atmospheric $p$CO$_2$, such as the CLIMBER-2 model (9–11), which includes a two-dimensional ocean model, and the Bern3D model (12), which includes a three-dimensional ocean model. However, evaluations of the reproducibility of glacial changes in physical and biogeochemical oceanic processes are insufficient. Their discussion is limited to model-data comparisons of global average or vertical one-dimensional biogeochemical properties (9–11), and the results highly depend on how the ocean processes are parameterized and represented. On the other hand, more complex three-dimensional ocean general circulation models (OGCMs) generally have difficulty reproducing all the amplitude of the changes in atmospheric $p$CO$_2$ by imposing well-known forcing of ocean temperature, salinity, ocean circulation, sea ice, iron fertilization, and inorganic carbonate chemistry during glacial periods (13–17). One reason for this is the insufficient model-data agreement of the Southern Ocean during glacial periods (18). Model-data agreement of the glacial high deep-sea salinity in the Southern Ocean is relatively low in most OGCMs (19). It may be related to the unrealistic representation of shelf processes, such as open-ocean deep convection around Antarctica, due to the limited spatial resolution of global ocean modeling (20).

On the basis of the literature, we previously demonstrated that model-data agreement of the glacial carbon cycle could improve by considering the contributions of enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification with carbonate compensation (18) and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust (21). These contributions have not been adequately considered in previous OGCM studies. However, the relative importance of these processes is not fully understood, and we did not include comprehensive comparisons with available paleo data in our previous studies. Previous OGCM studies assessed model-data comparisons of three-dimensional carbon isotopes (22–26). Some of these studies have evaluated the impact of different processes on atmospheric $p$CO$_2$ and/or oceanic carbon reservoirs. However, most of these studies focused primarily on the impact of differences in the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) on carbon isotopes and did not simultaneously assess the processes described above (i.e., the enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification, carbonate compensation, and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust).

Here, we used a three-dimensional OGCM with ocean sedimentary process to perform glacial carbon cycle simulations, considering both enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification (18) and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust (21). We report comprehensive comparisons with available paleo data about the ocean biogeochemical properties (dissolved oxygen, $\delta^{13}$C, and radiocarbon ages). We assessed each process’s contribution to the model-data agreement of glacial water masses and changes in atmospheric $p$CO$_2$ by performing sensitivity simulations focusing on the stratified Southern Ocean and glaciogenic dust. The model used, the spin-up process, the experimental design, and the processes considered regarding carbonate compensation are described in Materials and Methods.

RESULTS

LGM water mass distribution

We first conducted control simulations under the conditions of pre-industrial (PI) and LGM, named PI_ctl and LGM_ctl, respectively.
Therefore, we believe that the oxygen changes were well simulated considering carbonate compensation on the ocean carbon cycle (LGM_all), in which the ocean-sediment model (18) was explicitly coupled to the OGCM (see Materials and Methods). On the basis of the simulation results, Fig. 1 summarizes the contributions of the additional processes (i.e., the stratified Southern Ocean, glaciogenic dust, and carbonate sedimentary processes) to global changes in atmospheric pCO2 and ocean biogeochemical properties (dissolved oxygen, δ13C, and radiocarbon ages), as well as their changes in the control simulation (LGM_ctl).

As for glacial changes in dissolved oxygen, the LGM_ctl simulation qualitatively reproduced the glacial changes such as oxygen decline in most of the ocean below 1000 m (circles in Fig. 2, A and B). However, these changes were underestimated relative to quantitative reconstruction (triangles in Fig. 2, A and B), especially in the Southern Ocean; the globally averaged dissolved oxygen below 1000 m decreased from PI_ctl by 22.4 mmol m−3, while the corresponding average of six proxy records is 67.8 mmol m−3 (LGM control in Fig. 1B; table S2). On the other hand, the LGM_all simulation showed more than 100 mmol m−3 oxygen decline in the Southern Ocean and better agreement with the paleo reconstructions (Fig. 2, C and D). The globally averaged dissolved oxygen below 1000 m decreased from PI_ctl by 77.5 mmol m−3 (total changes in Fig. 1B; table S2), and the root mean square error (RMSE) of the glacial change with the data decreased to 33.7 mmol m−3 from 51.3 mmol m−3 in LGM_ctl (table S5). More than half of this global oxygen reduction came from the stratified Southern Ocean (stratified SO in Fig. 1B). Especially in the deep South Atlantic (Fig. 2C), the simulated deoxygenation was substantially larger than in the previous study, which included only the effects of glaciogenic dust (21). Although this is still smaller than the estimated change of 175 mmol m−3 (27), the foraminifera species used in this reconstruction have not been fully validated, and some studies suggest that the deoxygenation may be overestimated (28). Therefore, we believe that the oxygen changes were well simulated in the LGM_all simulation and came mainly from the Southern Ocean salinity stratification.

For the glacial changes in δ13C, the LGM_all simulation reproduced the large decline of δ13C in the deep ocean, especially in the South Atlantic (Fig. 3C). Previous model-data comparisons of carbon isotopes have shown that a shallower and weaker flow of North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) than that in the preindustrial is necessary to simulate their pattern in LGM (22–24). Our results support this idea but suggest that this was not sufficient in LGM_ctl (Fig. 3A and fig. S6). The enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification was essential for reproducing low δ13C in the South Atlantic. This view is consistent with a previous study showing that reduced ventilation in the deep Southern Ocean improved model-data agreement of δ13C (23). The globally averaged glacial change of δ13C was −0.56‰, which is sufficiently low compared to the −0.19‰ of LGM_ctl but is almost the upper limit of the reported estimate of −0.34 ± 0.19‰ (29) (total changes in Fig. 1C; table S3). Half of this change is estimated to have come from the contribution of enhanced salinity stratification (Stratified SO in Fig. 1C). The efficient biological pump, due to iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust, also somewhat contributed to lowering δ13C (13% of the total change; glaciogenic dust in Fig. 1C). The large decline in δ13C compared to the paleo data in the deep Pacific contributed to the slight overestimation of global changes (Fig. 3D). In the LGM_all simulation, the correlation with the global reconstructions was 0.79 and RMSE was 0.32‰ (table S4), which are comparable with previous studies of 0.79 and 0.33‰ (24) and 0.80 and 0.36‰ (26). These modeling studies, including our LGM_all simulation, suggest a weaker LGM NADW (22–24). In contrast, a data assimilation study suggests a more vigorous LGM AMOC (25).

A recent study points out that geometry is more important than strength in terms of consistency with δ13C data (26). Although our results support the shallower and weaker LGM NADW for explaining the distribution of δ13C, further analysis in combination with ocean tracers such as 231Pa/230Th and εNd is expected to lead to a more detailed understanding of LGM AMOC. Without salinity stratification in the Southern Ocean, some studies successfully reproduce δ13C during LGM (24, 30). These OGCM studies suggest that weaker NADW and enhanced export production due to iron fertilization are responsible for lower δ13C in the glacial Atlantic Ocean. The contribution of a particular process to the model-data agreement may depend on the model used.

For the glacial changes in δ14C, the LGM_all simulation reproduced the very old radiocarbon ages in the deep North Atlantic (Fig. 4C), which appears to be partly due to the weakening of NADW. The old deep water was also simulated in the Southern Ocean around Antarctica and was consistent with paleo data (Fig. 4, C and D). More than 40% of the global change in radiocarbon ages came from the enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification (Stratified SO in Fig. 1D). We found that the radioactive decay of 14C in ocean sediments and its leak into the bottom ocean, which are usually neglected, contributed somewhat to older radiocarbon ages in the glacial ocean (nearly 80 14C years; sedimentary processes in Fig. 1D). However, this sedimentary response may be overestimated, as discussed later. As a result, the global average of radiocarbon ages increased by 667 14C years (total changes in Fig. 1D; table S3) when taking these factors into account, close to the paleo 14C data of 689 ± 53 14C years (6). We also note the differences between radiocarbon and ideal ages. The increased disequilibrium during the air-sea gas exchange enlarges radiocarbon ages during glacial periods, but this process does not affect ideal ages (31). The glacial increase in globally averaged surface radiocarbon age in the upper 100 m was 394 14C years (463 14C years in PI_ctl and 857 14C years in LGM_all), which also contributed to older radiocarbon ages in the deep glacial ocean. Some studies have shown that the disequilibrium CO2 change is an important process for explaining the global change of radiocarbon ages during LGM (30, 32). In contrast, the contribution of disequilibrium CO2 alone in this study was small compared to the estimated global change. Although the estimation of radiocarbon ages contains high uncertainty [about 620 14C years; (6)], the global change in LGM_all is one of the most consistent with paleo data among the previously reported OGCM studies. In LGM_all, RMSE decreased to 592 14C years from 612 14C years in LGM_ctl (table S4). A previous OGCM study reported a global change of 635 14C years and RMSE of about 710 14C years under shallower and weaker glacial NADW conditions (24); the present results are consistent with that study under the realistic model settings. In addition to shallower and weaker glacial
NADW, as shown in previous studies (23, 24), we demonstrated that the strongly stratified Southern Ocean with sedimentary amplification is essential to explaining the glacial changes in radiocarbon ages.

Glacial changes in atmospheric $p$CO$_2$

Here, we show the changes in atmospheric $p$CO$_2$ and discuss the processes that contributed to them. As reported in our previous study (31), the changes in atmospheric $p$CO$_2$ between LGM_ctl and PI_ctl
Fig. 2. Glacial changes in dissolved oxygen. Model-data comparisons of zonal mean changes in dissolved oxygen (mmol m\(^{-3}\)) from PI_ctl to LGM_ctl in the (A) Atlantic and (B) Pacific. The quantitative (triangles) and qualitative (circles) changes for dissolved oxygen estimated from paleo records are shown in table S6. (C) and (D) Same as (A) and (B) except for changes from PI_sed to LGM_all.

Fig. 3. Glacial changes in \(\delta^{13}C\). Model-data comparisons of zonal mean changes in \(\delta^{13}C\) (‰) from PI_ctl to LGM_ctl in the (A) Atlantic and (B) Pacific with paleo records (squares) (29). (C) and (D) Same as (A) and (B) except for changes from PI_sed to LGM_all.
(-38.5 ppm; table S2) were caused by various processes: e.g., the increase in CO₂ solubility due to surface cooling, the increase in the vertical gradient of dissolved inorganic carbon (DIC) and alkalinity due to shallower and weaker NADW, and changes in biological pumps. Note that we included changes in non-glaciogenic dust deposition between LGM and late Holocene in LGM_ctl, which were among one of the most important processes causing glacial changes in biological pumps. For details about the difference between LGM_ctl and PI_ctl, please refer to our previous paper (31). In this study, we focus mainly on the LGM_all simulation. We evaluated how the additional processes (i.e., the stratified Southern Ocean, glaciogenic dust, and carbonate compensation) contributed to the glacial pCO₂ reduction.

When considering both the stratified Southern Ocean and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust, the simulated glacial change in atmospheric pCO₂ was 51.3 ppm (total changes without carbonate compensation; pale orange bar in Fig. 1A). This response was larger than that in the LGM_ctl simulation by 12.8 ppm (LGM control in Fig. 1A). The contribution of the enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification was 6.6 ppm (Stratified SO in Fig. 1A) and that of the iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust was 3.7 ppm (glaciogenic dust in Fig. 1A). As for the salinity stratification, because of the Southern Ocean changes and the associated weakening of the NADW (fig. S6), the vertical gradient of nutrients and DIC became stronger; nutrients and DIC in the upper overturning cell in the Atlantic decreased, and those in the lower overturning cell increased. However, this redistribution of DIC was partially offset by decreased export production due to reduced nutrient supply (table S2 and fig. S7). As a result, the change in atmospheric pCO₂ by introducing the salinity stratification became moderate. As for the iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust, this process reduced iron limitation and increased export production in the sub-Antarctic region, consistent with the qualitative changes estimated from proxies (fig. S7), which reduced atmospheric pCO₂. These processes contributed to the increased respired carbon in the Southern Ocean as inferred from oxygen and δ13C described in the previous section.

When we considered the sedimentation process, the carbonate compensation further enhanced the glacial reduction of atmospheric pCO₂ (because this process takes a long time to reach a steady state, we performed several spin-up simulations to obtain the final steady state; see the time series of our spin-up simulations in fig. S13). With the stratified Southern Ocean and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust, our results demonstrated that the carbonate compensation controlled the total inventory of ocean alkalinity in response to the redistribution of DIC and alkalinity in the ocean interior, further reducing atmospheric pCO₂. Consequently, the glacial reduction of atmospheric pCO₂ in LGM_all reached 77.3 ppm (total changes in Fig. 1A) and was close to the observed 90 ppm. This final response is one of the largest responses among the previously reported GCM studies (13–18, 21) and is comparable to a recently reported 67 to 87 ppm (30).

When we included the carbonate sedimentary process (“Open System” in fig. S13), there was a net increase in ocean carbon and alkalinity in all the LGM simulations (fig. S13, C and D), as the carbonate compensation relaxed the imbalance between the carbonate inflow from rivers and the carbonate removal by sediment burial (fig. S13B). This adjustment facilitated CO₂ uptake at the surface ocean and further reduced atmospheric pCO₂ (fig. S13A). The total impact of carbonate compensation on atmospheric pCO₂ was approximately 26.0 ppm (carbonate compensation in Fig. 1A). Note that this response (i.e., the difference between LGM_so and LGM_all; brown bar in Fig. 1A) was larger than the difference between LGM_ctl and LGM_sed (11.5 ppm in table S2; brown bar in fig. S15A). This means that the effect of carbonate compensation became amplified.
when we considered the stratified Southern Ocean and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust. This amplification is explained below.

The carbonate compensation affected atmospheric pCO₂ by controlling the total inventory of alkalinity in the ocean (i.e., higher alkalinity led to lower atmospheric pCO₂). The inventory of alkalinity was determined under the balance between carbonate river inflow and carbonate burial flux. The former was assumed to be constant in our simulations; therefore, the latter was a key variable. The carbonate burial flux was mainly controlled by the carbonate flux reaching the seafloor and the degree of bottom-water carbonate saturation. Because the carbonate saturation became lower for older water masses, the stratified Southern Ocean tended to reduce the carbonate burial flux. The carbonate saturation was also affected by the dissolution of the organic matter in the sea bottom; larger dissolution of the organic matter led to lower carbonate saturation. Therefore, iron fertilization reduced carbonate burial flux by transporting respired carbon to the deep ocean, although this was partially counteracted by increased carbonate export flux. The decreased carbonate burial flux increased alkalinity in the ocean under a constant river inflow. The increased alkalinity, in turn, tended to restore the reduced carbonate burial flux, and alkalinity continued increasing until the riverine flux and carbonate burial flux were balanced again (therefore, this process is referred to as carbonate "compensation").

In summary, considering the carbonate sedimentary process enabled us to evaluate how much the total inventory of alkalinity has changed. This study clarified that the combination of the stratified Southern Ocean and iron fertilization led to a large decline in atmospheric pCO₂ as a result of carbonate compensation. The increase of the globally averaged alkalinity in LGM_all, which considered these two processes, from PI_sed was 76.7 mmol m⁻³, which was larger than the increase of 30.6 mmol m⁻³ in LGM_sed (fig. S13). The detailed analysis of the sedimentary processes (e.g., budget analysis of carbonate inflow and outflow in sediment layers) can be reviewed in our previous study (18).

In response to changes in pCO₂, carbon sequestration in the ocean also increased. The increase in ocean carbon storage from the PI_ctl simulation was 732 PgC (total changes in fig. S14; table S2). This is also comparable to estimates from paleo proxy: about 850 PgC estimated from changes in oxygen (28, 33) or Δ¹³C (34) and 540 to 1040 PgC estimated from changes in δ¹³C (29, 35), while this became only 110 PgC without carbonate compensation (fig. S14; LGM_so in table S2). This is because, in the closed-system response where the sediment model was not coupled with the ocean model, the redistribution of DIC caused by changes in CO₂ solubility, ocean circulation, biological pumps, and air-sea gas exchange increased the carbon storage in the deep ocean, but most of this increase was compensated by a decrease in carbon storage in the upper ocean. Therefore, carbonate compensation was necessary to bring about carbon sequestration in the ocean, consistent with proxies.

In summary, we found that carbonate compensation was responsible for the large glacial decrease in atmospheric pCO₂ as a result of amplified sedimentary response due to the enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification and iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust. Changes in ocean carbon sequestration were also consistent with reconstructions from several proxies, supporting the validity of the simulated carbon cycle field.

**DISCUSSION**

Our best LGM simulation (LGM_all) showed an ~80-ppm glacial change in atmospheric pCO₂ under multiple paleo data constraints. Although previous modeling studies have reported that large changes in atmospheric pCO₂ can be successfully simulated using EMIC (9–12), idealized OGCM (36), and OGCM (30), we emphasize that our LGM OGCM simulation is capable of reproducing not only large changes in atmospheric pCO₂ but also the three-dimensional distribution of multiple paleo records (dissolved oxygen, δ¹³C, and radiocarbon ages) under realistic model settings.

We have demonstrated that the model-data agreement of ocean properties in the Southern Ocean is key for properly simulating glacial changes in the ocean carbon cycle. This study applied salinity restoring and small vertical diffusivity in the Southern Ocean to reproduce the enhanced salinity stratification. This treatment is useful for more realistic LGM simulation but needs improvement so that the model can explicitly predict smaller vertical diffusivity and more saline deep water during LGM relative to the present. For example, during LGM, more appropriate treatment regarding active sea ice production and the associated brine rejection might be required for reproducing the enhanced salinity stratification. The vertical diffusivity also needs to be diagnosed in the model rather than prescribed. Some EMIC studies introduced a brine parameterization and a stratification-dependent vertical diffusion coefficient (9, 37).

Applying such parameterizations to our OGCM is desirable, and we plan to explore this in future work. This would lead to a better understanding of the processes that strengthened salinity stratification and evaluated the influence of changes in thermal stratification on vertical diffusivity. Several studies have pointed out the importance of tidal mixing on the glacial AMOC (38, 39), and it might be interesting to investigate its role in the ocean carbon cycle.

This study assumed that LGM was in a steady state as in previous GCM studies; however, the validity of this steady-state assumption needs to be discussed in future studies. Because the time scale of carbonate compensation is very long, the steady-state assumption tends to overestimate its actual response. Furthermore, the response of terrestrial carbon reservoirs is also partially responsible for transient changes in the glacial-interglacial carbon cycle. Recently, transient changes in the ocean carbon cycle during the last deglaciation began to be evaluated with EMICs (10–12, 37, 40, 41). Our MIROC coupled model was reportedly able to reproduce the changes in AMOC during the last deglaciation, consistent with proxy data (42). It would be an interesting future study to perform transient deglacial simulations of the carbon cycle using our OGCM.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Model description**

The OGCM used in this study was COCO version 4.0 (43). The horizontal resolution was about 1°, and the model had 43 layers (5 to 250 m). We took sea surface boundary conditions from the outputs of the atmosphere-ocean general circulation model MIROC 4m (44, 45). We obtained the initial condition of ocean temperature and salinity from Polar Science Center Hydrographic Climatology (46).

Ocean carbon cycle simulations were conducted by imposing the precalculated ocean physical fields using an offline ocean biogeochemical model based on a previous study including the iron cycle (16, 31, 47). The prognostic variables were phosphate, DIC, alkalinity, dissolved organic phosphate, dissolved oxygen, iron, and silicate. The uptake rate of phosphate by phytoplankton was determined by light, phosphate, and iron availability. The air-borne iron flux was assumed to be 3.5 weight % of total dust deposition (48). We took...
the initial distribution of ocean biogeochemical tracers from the climatology of World Ocean Atlas 2001 (49, 50) and the Global Ocean Data Analysis Project (51). The initial iron concentration was a constant value of 0.6 nmol. The model included a well-mixed one-box atmosphere. Atmospheric pCO₂ was predicted by the gas exchange between the sea surface and the atmosphere box. Atmospheric δ¹³C and Δ¹⁴C were fixed at −6.5 and 0 %, respectively.

The ocean-sediment model used in this study is the same one used in our previous study (18), which was created on the basis of previous studies (52–54). The sediment layer was 10 cm and was divided into 10 layers. The prognostic variables were clay, particulate organic carbon, calcium carbonate, and biogenic silica in solids, and phosphate, DIC, alkalinity, dissolved oxygen, and silicate in solutes. The boundary condition was particle flux reaching the seabed and bottom-water concentrations of solutes. The model parameters were referenced from previous studies except that the dissolution constant of calcium carbonate was set to 7.5 × 10⁻⁶ day⁻¹ which was chosen for realistically simulating the total burial rate of carbonate in our model.

**Carbonate sedimentary processes**

When the sediment model was coupled with the ocean model, calcium carbonates that settled down the water column and reached the seabed flowed into the sedimentary layer. In upper sediments, carbonates dissolved when unsaturated, depending on the conditions of pore water. The remaining undissolved carbonates were treated as being buried for a long time and were removed from the ocean-sediment system. Because carbonates were removed from the bottom of the sedimentary layer, the river inflow of carbonates was needed. Carbonate compensation was the feedback that worked to balance the river inflow and the burial removal of carbonates. Under glacial conditions, carbon accumulation caused deep water to become acidic and promoted the dissolution of carbonates. Because of the imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2. This imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2. This imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2. This imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2.

When the sediment model was coupled with the ocean model, calcium carbonates that settled down the water column and reached the seabed flowed into the sedimentary layer. In upper sediments, carbonates dissolved when unsaturated, depending on the conditions of pore water. The remaining undissolved carbonates were treated as being buried for a long time and were removed from the ocean-sediment system. Because carbonates were removed from the bottom of the sedimentary layer, the river inflow of carbonates was needed. Carbonate compensation was the feedback that worked to balance the river inflow and the burial removal of carbonates. Under glacial conditions, carbon accumulation caused deep water to become acidic and promoted the dissolution of carbonates. Because of the imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2. This imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2. This imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2. This imbalance between the river inflow and burial removal (i.e., the river inflow was larger than the burial removal of carbonates), DIC and alkalinity in the entire ocean increased at a ratio of 1:2.

Spin-up

We performed three spin-up steps in this study to evaluate the steady-state response of the ocean carbon cycle including ocean sediments. First, we conducted steady-state simulations for ocean biogeochemical tracers using the offline ocean biogeochemical model for 20,000 years (Closed System in fig. S13). During this Closed-System spin-up, the inventory of ocean tracers did not change. Biogenic particles arriving at the sediment-water interface dissolved immediately. Next, we conducted steady-state simulations for ocean-sediment tracers using the ocean-sediment model for 150,000 years under the boundary conditions at the sediment-water interface taken from the above-obtained ocean biogeochemical fields. The sediment model run aimed to create an initial sedimentary field for coupling spin-up using the OGCM with the sediment model. Different sediment compositions were obtained in each simulation, depending on particle fluxes and bottom-water properties at the sediment-water interface. Third, we conducted a spin-up using both the offline ocean biogeochemical model and the ocean-sediment model initialized from the above-obtained ocean and sediment biogeochemical fields (Open System in fig. S13). This Open-System spin-up was further divided into two steps. We first calculated only the change in ocean average tracer concentration due to the imbalance of riverine input and burial of calcium carbonate. This spin-up was conducted to reduce the computational cost required for long-term steady-state integration. After that, a spin-up of the fully coupled ocean and sediment models was conducted for 40,000 years. In the Open-System spin-up, the total inventory and spatial distribution of DIC and alkalinity changed at a ratio of 1:2, as carbonates flowed into and out of the ocean. The riverine flux of calcium carbonate was the same as the burial of calcium carbonate obtained in the sediment-only spin-up of preindustrial control simulations. The details of the spin-up, including the sediment model, were the same as in our previous study (18), except for the integration time.

**Experimental design**

We first conducted control simulations under the conditions of preindustrial and LGM climates, named PI_ctl and LGM_ctl, respectively. The ocean physical boundary conditions of PI_ctl and LGM_ctl were obtained from OGCM simulations under each climate. Dust deposition of PI_ctl and LGM_ctl was taken from the results of preindustrial and LGM simulation using the atmospheric aerosol transport model of SPRINTARS (55), respectively. The iron solubility in the desert dust was assumed to be 1%. We then conducted additional simulations to evaluate the impacts of the enhanced Southern Ocean salinity stratification (LGM_strat), the iron fertilization from glaciogenic dust (LGM_glac), and their combination (LGM_so). We also performed simulations that considered the sedimentary response of carbonates on the ocean carbon cycle to LGM_ctl (LGM_sed) and LGM_so (LGM_all). In these simulations, the ocean-sediment model (18) was explicitly coupled to the OGCM. In LGM_strat, we applied salinity restoring toward high salinity in the bottom layer around Antarctica to mimic deep-water formation and improved the model-data agreement of the high deep-sea salinity reported from paleo data (5, 56). The restoring was carried out assuming a deep-water formation area, approaching 37 PSU (practical salinity unit) in the Weddell Sea and the Ross Sea and 38 PSU in the East Antarctic Ocean. Furthermore, to consider weaker vertical mixing resulting from stronger salinity stratification, we set a small vertical diffusivity (0.1 cm² s⁻¹) in the Southern Ocean south of 30°S (31). In LGM_glac, in addition to the original dust input in LGM_ctl, the air-borne iron flux from glaciogenic dust was applied (57), where the iron solubility from glaciogenic dust was assumed to be 3% (21). In LGM_so, both additional processes in LGM_strat and LGM_glac were considered. In LGM_sed and LGM_all, we evaluated the sedimentary response by coupling a sediment model to the ocean biogeochemical model. LGM_all (LGM_sed) was a simulation with the same settings as LGM_so (LGM_ctl), except that the carbonate sedimentary process was included. That is, LGM_all considered the carbonate sedimentary
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